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IInn  ppaarrtt  33  ooff  hhiiss  sseerriieess  aabboouutt  tthhee  AAII  cchhoorrdd  ffiinnggeerriinngg  ssyysstteemm  GGllyynn  MMaaddddeenn  rroouunnddss  uupp  tthhee
ttooppiicc  wwiitthh  ssoommee  ffuurrtthheerr  ttiippss  oonn  AAII  aanndd  ootthheerr  iinntteerreessttiinngg  cchhoorrdd  mmooddeess..  

An introduction to the AI Chord Fingering system

WORKSHOP: GENOS O.S.

The AI chord fingering system lets us create the ‘on
bass’ chords we sometimes find in music - where the
required bass note is something other than the
standard root of the chord (e.g. C/Bb).  So far we’ve
created a descending bass line (Dec/Jan) and an
ascending bass (Feb/March).

So far, so good... and, from your feedback, you seem
to be doing very well with the examples I’ve given you
to practise with.

Sooner or later though, you’re bound to come up
against a series of chords that gives you a problem.
Sometimes the methods we’ve used so far will help
you overcome it, but sometimes they won’t.  Here’s a
chord sequence that looks straightforward enough.  
But try it and you might see what I mean.

Everything starts well
enough with an F major
chord.  This is easy to
accomplish just by
playing notes ‘F’ and ‘A’.

The hitch comes when we try to play the next chord,
Am over E bass.  Playing ‘A’ with the note ‘E’ below it
does create an on-bass chord - but the chord is A
major, not A minor.  In order to tell the instrument that
you want a minor chord and that you need E as the
bass note you must play notes ‘A’ and ‘C’ (to indicate a

minor chord) and to
force the bass to the
note ‘E’ you have to
play the note ‘E’ both at
the top and at the
bottom of the chord. 

Forcing the bass note by playing the required note in
octaves isn’t actually in the sole domain of the AI
fingering system.  You can also do this when using the
‘Fingered Chord’ or ‘Multi Finger’ options - and it can
come in handy should you unexpectedly come across
an on-bass note when using either of these.

The same applies to the
next chord, ‘Gm/D’.

Play ‘G’ and ‘Bb’ to tell
the keyboard that you
require a minor chord -

but add the ‘D’ bass note on either side to force the
bass note to ‘D’.

After that it’s plain
sailing.  A straight C
major chord can be
played with just the
notes ‘C’ and ‘E’.  

Finally it’s C major on
an E bass... so the note
‘E’ must be at the
bottom of the chord.
Having just played a C

major chord we don’t need to do anything other than
invert the two notes we’re already playing - so that ‘E’
is played by the bass.

F Am/E Gm/D C C/E F

F (F major - root position)

Am/E    (A minor on E bass)

Gm/D    (G minor on D bass)

C  (C major - root position)

C/E    (C major on E bass)
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That’s about it really, and what we’ve covered over the
past couple of issues should give you the tools you
need to face the majority of ‘on-bass’ chords you’ll meet.

The system isn’t infallible of course, but it allows us to
mix the ‘normal’ chords we play when using the
standard Fingered Chord option with the special AI
extras thrown in.

My experience of AI (and I’m still experimenting) is that
the more complex the chord is, the more difficult it can
be to ‘push the bass’ to the note you want.  You can test
yourself by trying to play an F7b13 chord on an Eb bass if
you want!  I’ve tried and I can’t do it.  I have a feeling that
if I juggled all the notes around they might make a chord
with a different name (and the bass note I want as the
root).  I didn’t manage to come up with an answer
though and if I get more stressed out trying I’ll probably
end up just tacking on a MIDI bass pedalboard again!

The  Chord  Tutor

This has nothing to do with AI, but if you want to learn
how to play those very difficult looking chords that you
come across in some of the more advanced ‘fake book’
arrangements, take a look at the Chord Tutor.  It’s also,
of course, an excellent resource for anyone just starting
out and wanting to look up simple major, minor, 6th and
7th chords etc.

You’ll find the Chord Tutor on the second Menu page.
Open it and this is what you’ll see...

In the upper part of the screen there is a chord display,
much the same as I’ve used throughout these
workshops.  Alongside that is shown the name of the
chord you’ve selected, together with a notated version of
the same chord.  I have to confess that I was surprised
to see the left hand chord notes written in the treble clef
- but I guess more people will read the treble clef than
the bass.  You just have to remember that you have to
play the chord in the accompaniment/style part of the
keyboard to use it with the style.

Below the chord diagrams is a row of note names under
the heading ‘Root’.  To find the F7b13 chord I mentioned
earlier all you have to do is select ‘F’ from the Root
options... then choose the type of chord you want to
see (e.g. 7b13).  Sadly it doesn’t show you how to
achieve on-bass chords but I guess we can’t have
everything.

If you switch off the
[ACMP] button and play
this chord, using just a
piano sound, the effect
will be more discord
than chord.

Switch the [ACMP] button on and play the chord again,
together with all the parts of of a style (such as
‘Mr.Soul’ from the R&B Style category), it sounds great.

The thing is, that when the style is used, all the
scrunched up notes we’re playing are ‘unscrunched’
and then allocated to the individual parts of the style.
Unscrunched, the chord might look more like this...

You’d be unlikely to play
it like this - but,
separated out in this
way, you can see how
the chord gets its name.

Counting up from the keynote of the F major scale,
note 1 is ‘F’ and this, together with notes 3 (‘A’) and 5
(‘C’),  form the basic F major chord.

Now add the flattened 7th (Eb) and you have an ‘F7’
chord.  Finally, count up to note 13 and flatten that
(Db), and you have the ingredients of an F7b13 chord.

In order to comfortably play the chord with one hand
these five notes are moved into more manageable
positions on the keyboard (or scrunched).  The Style
feature then separates the notes out again automatically.
It’s all wonderful stuff!

A  button  pressing  tip...

I found myself flitting between the Chord Tutor and the
Home screen as I checked the chord positions on the
keyboard. (If the ACMP button is switched on, each
chord you play will be shown in the orange Style area
of the Home screen).

To make it easier to switch between the two, you might
assign the Chord Tutor to one of the Assignable buttons
on the keyboard’s panel.  Then you can use this to call
up the Chord Tutor page as required before pressing the
[Home] button (housed in the same area of the panel) to
switch instantly to the Home screen.

Before I wrap this topic up for a while I have just one
more idea to share with you... 

F7b13 (F7 with flattened 13th)

F7b13 (F7 with flattened 13th)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
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Fingered  On  Bass  

One way that it is possible to create my, now infamous,
F7b13/Eb chord is to use another chord fingering type
called ‘Fingered On Bass’.  When this is selected the
lowest note of any chord you play will automatically be
assigned to the bass part of the style.  

If the Fingered On Bass type is used throughout a
piece of music it’s hard to control because, in trying to
make sure that each chord has the correct bass note at
the bottom, you end up constantly moving your left
hand up and down the keyboard.

If, on the other hand,
you’re sequencing the
chords by recording
them, step by step, into
the Song programmer,
Fingered On Bass is

ideal because you have the time to find the chord,
locate the correct bass note and, if necessary, use two
hands to play it into the sequence. 

In ‘live’ play neither of these methods is practical.  But
Genos has yet another trick up its sleeve to help us
out... the footswitch.

If you have a foot pedal to spare (e.g. foot pedal 2)
press [Direct Access] followed by a tap on the pedal to
call up the ‘Assignable’ page. 

Now tap the area I’ve circled (i.e. Foot Pedal 2) and, in
the Foot Pedal 2 window, select ‘Style’ from the
Category list and ‘Fingered/Fingered On Bass’ from the
Function list.  

Now you can use the foot pedal to switch between the
Fingered and the Fingered On Bass chord types
quickly and easily.  To finish, here are four chords. 
I used the Mr.Soul style from the R&B category again
for this example.  Play through the chords, first using
the Fingered Chord option, then use the foot switch to
change to the Fingered On Bass type to hear the
difference.  

Note: I’ve written the chord notes in the treble clef as
per the Chord Tutor, but play them in the normal
accompaniment area of the keyboard.

The last chord (Bb) is the same as the second, but it’s
enough for to judge whether or not the Fingered On
Bass option will be helpful to you.  That’s all on AI etc.
for now.  Thanks, as always, for your feedback.

F7b13/Eb (F7b13 on Eb bass)

F Bb C/F Bb

F (F major) The F major chord will
sound the same using
either fingering mode -
with F at the root of the
chord.

Bb  (Bb major) Bb major - in root position
when using the Fingered
option or Bb on F bass
when switching to the
Fingered On Bass mode.

C/F (C major on F bass) This chord is already
detected as an On Bass
chord - so there is no
difference between either
fingering option.
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Step by step
workshop

handbooks for 
Tyros and Genos

keyboards
With  over  100  pages  of  easy  to
follow  tutorials  in  each  book,  let
these  handbooks  guide  you
through  all  the  important
features  of  your  keyboard  -  from
beginner  to  advanced  user.

Books are priced at
£44.99 each (inc. UK
postage) and
available from
Yamaha Club Ltd.

See your members’
order form for more
details.

Genos - 3 handbooks / Tyros - 2 handbooks

Getting To Know
Your Genos DVD2
Presented  by  Daniel  Watt  FLCM

Introduction  -  What  Is  Firmware  ?

Finding  The  Latest  Firmware  Online

Finding  Other  Downloads

Installing  New  Firmware  Into  Your  Genos

Installing  The  New  V2  Superior  Pack

Finding  The  New  Styles  &  Voices  in  The  V2  
Superior  Pack

Copying  Playlists  To USB  Memory  Sticks

What  Is Playlist  ?

Loading  Playlists  From  USB  Memory  Sticks

Creating  Your  Own  Playlists

Searching  For  Registration  Memory  Banks

Chord  Looper

Assignable  Pedals  &  Assignable  Buttons  
Updated  In  V2.1

Goodbye  For  Now  

Available  from
Yamaha  Club
priced  
£26.00  (UK)

Getting To Know
Your Genos DVD1
Presented  by  Daniel  Watt  FLCM

Introduction

Setting  Things  Up  Out Of  the  Box

Home  Screen

Quick  &  Easy  Setup

Style  Search  &  Favourites

Selecting  a  Voice,  Search  &  Favourites

Live  Controls  (A  Quick  Overview)

Home  Screen  Shortcuts  &  Assignable  Buttons

Assignable  pedals

Saving  a  Registration  Memory

Saving  a  Registration  Memory  Bank

Naming  an  individual  Registration  Memory

Deleting  an  individual  Registration  Memory

Registration  Bank  Info

Goodbye  for  now

Available  from
Yamaha  Club
priced  
£26.00  (UK)

Simple Software for TSimple Software for Tyros5yros5
and Genosand Genos

If  you’ve  missed  any  of  our  free  software  over  the  
past  two  years  you  can  catch  up  online  where  each
title  released  so  far  is  available  to  download  for  the

princely  sum  of  £4  each.    

These and many more titles are available from
www.yamaha-club.co.uk/software.  

* Each title has been offered free as a ‘Members’
Download’ during the past two years.  


